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Abstract. An LDV scanning head is proposed based on a pair of rotating optical wedges. Modelling demonstrates how 
the wedges can be configured to scan point-by-point, in a line and in a circle. The circular scan is considered for the 
tracking application and shown to offer certain advantages over alternative systems based on dual mirrors and a Dove 
prism in terms of lower apparent velocities at key rotation orders. 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The Laser Vibrometer is now well established as an effective, non-contact alternative to the use of traditional 
vibration transducers. Special benefits accrue when certain measurement constraints are imposed, for example by 
the context, which may demand high frequency operation, high spatial resolution or remote transducer operation, or 
by the structure itself, which may be hot, light or rotating. Among its attractions is the ease with which both the 
direction of the laser beam and its incident point can be manipulated, as recognised at an early stage with the 
introduction of the Scanning Laser Doppler Vibrometer (SLDV) [1], scanning point-by-point across a structure with 
particular applications in the automotive [2-4] and aerospace [5] industries. Today’s state-of-the-art offers 
automated, tri-axial vibration surveys on large, three-dimensional structures (such as a vehicle) using three SLDVs 
each mounted on a robot arm [6].  

In addition to this point-by-point operation, it is possible to configure a SLDV to function in a continuous 
scanning mode, initially enabling extraction of particular vibration components [7] and ultimately enabling the target 
velocity profile along a pre-determined path to be determined in a single measurement. In this latter case, post-
processing of the measured velocity results in a series of coefficients that describe the operational deflection shape 
(ODS) or the mode shape [8-13]. If the scan frequency is synchronised with the target motion frequency, it is 
possible to perform a tracking Laser Vibrometer measurement in which the probe laser beam remains fixed on a 
particular point on the target [14]. Tracking measurements have been performed on a number of rotor applications 
[14, 15], as well as on belts (partial track) [16] and on targets with oscillating parts fixed to a component with a large 
whole body motion such as windscreen wipers [17]. On rotating structures, the attractions of tracking and scanning 
simultaneously have also been explored [18, 19]. 

By far the most popular means by which to manipulate the probe laser beam is by using a pair of orthogonally 
mounted galvanometer mirrors. This approach works well for point-by-point relocation but the inertia of the mirrors, 
whose accelerations must reach high levels to sustain the required amplitudes of oscillatory motion at high 
frequency, can limit performance for continuous duty. To overcome this problem in applications such as high speed 
tracking of rotors, self-tracking systems have been introduced using a combination of a mirror fixed to the rotor 
itself and a remote mirror that is stationary [20, 21]. This arrangement can be supplemented by scanning (with a 
traditional dual mirror system) onto the mirror fixed to the rotor to perform scanning while tracking [22]. An 
alternative rotor tracking system based on a Dove Prism has recently been proposed [23] and is now available 
commercially [24]. The Dove Prism rotates continuously in the tracking system, rather than in the oscillatory 
fashion of scanning mirrors, and offers the additional advantage that it need only rotate at half the speed of its target 
to maintain track. 

This paper explores the use of a pair of optical wedges as a scanning head. Like the Dove Prism SLDV, this dual 
wedge SLDV would overcome the limitation imposed by the inertia of oscillatory mirrors. In a rotor tracking 
system, the wedges would rotate continuously, only requiring acceleration sufficient to match the structure under 
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test. The wedges cannot match the additional advantage of the Dove Prism (half speed rotation) but they could offer 
much of the versatility of the scanning mirrors in terms of point-by–point relocation and the scanning of paths other 
than circular [25, 26].  Both Dove Prism and wedges require balancing.  

Detailed study of proposed new systems and correspondingly detailed comparison with existing systems has 
been made possible by the recent introduction of a universal framework for predicting measured velocities, beam 
paths and scan paths in LDV systems, with full geometrical accuracy including routine incorporation of the small 
but inevitable misalignments to be found in all real systems [27]. The framework also acknowledges the relatively 
neglected effect of Doppler shifts occurring when laser beam deflection (reflection and refraction) occurs at moving 
optical devices. The next section sets out how measured and surface velocities are related to each other in general 
terms. This is then followed by modelling of the dual wedge SLDV within this framework. While focussed on the 
analysis of a specific system, the model is set out in a manner that is intended to emphasise the generic nature of the 
modelling framework. 

 
MEASURED VELOCITY AND SURFACE VELOCITY 

 
The fundamental relationship between measured velocity, ��, and surface velocity at a point P’, ��������⃗ , is captured 

in the expression [28]:  

 �� = 	



����	 − ���. ��������⃗  (1) 

in which ���	 and �� are, respectively, unit vectors for the laser beam directions immediately after and immediately 
before the point P’. Equation (1) can be applied to incidence at a target surface and to deflections at optical devices. 
For scattering from the target with light collected in direct backscatter, ���	 = −�� and equation (1) simplifies to: 

 �� = −��. ��������⃗  (2a) 

With light collected in direct backscatter, deflections at optical devices occur at the same point in both the 
outgoing and incoming beam path. Based on equation (1), the measured velocity associated with the double pass 
through a deflection point P’ on an optical device is therefore given by: 

 U� = 	



�b��	 − b��. V�������⃗ + 	



�−b� − −b��	�. V�������⃗ = �b��	 − b��. V�������⃗  (2b) 

where the unit vector subscripts refer to the outgoing beam path. The total measured velocity is given by the sum of 
the individual velocities associated with the Doppler shifts at deflections at optical devices and at the target. 

Equations (2a&b) highlight the attraction of vector descriptions for surface velocity and beam orientation. This is 
facilitated by definition of a global ��� coordinate system with origin O fixed in space and unit vectors ��, �� and �̂ 
associated with its axes. Considering the general case of a rotating and vibrating target, O coincides with a 
convenient reference point on the target rotation axis in the absence of any vibration. The z-axis is aligned with the 
target rotation axis, again in the absence of vibration. With vibration, this target reference point moves to �∗ as a 
consequence of its velocity ��∗������⃗ . From fundamental kinematics, surface velocity at the incident point P’ is then 
conveniently written in terms of the sum of the velocity of the reference point and the velocity of P’ relative to �∗ as 
a result of rotation at angular velocity ���⃗  about an instantaneous rotation axis passing through �∗: 

 ��������⃗ = ��∗������⃗ + ����⃗ × ��� �∗⁄�����������⃗ � (3) 

where ��� �∗⁄�����������⃗  is the position vector for P’ relative to �∗. ���⃗  includes both continuous target rotation and angular 
oscillations around the three coordinate axes. For vibrating targets, P’ can change continuously and can also be 
affected by target shape but, for an illuminated target element considered to be rigid, equation (2a) can be expanded 
in terms of any known point along the line of the laser beam [29], described by the position vector �����⃗ : 

 �� = −��. ��������⃗ = −��. ���∗������⃗ + ���⃗ × ������⃗ − ��∗��������⃗  !� (4a) 

where OO∗�������⃗  is the target displacement vector associated with the velocity V"∗������⃗ . For applications such as the tracking of 
a bladed disk, the relative vibration velocity associated with target flexibility must be added to the rigid element 
velocity [30]. This must be written to accommodate time-dependency in the illuminated point, modifying equation 
(4a) to become: 
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 �� = −��. ���(#)����������⃗ = −��. $��∗������⃗ + ���⃗ × ������⃗ − ��∗��������⃗  ! + �%(&'(*))�������������������⃗ , (4b) 

where �%(&'(*))�������������������⃗  is the vector velocity at point &'(*) associated with target flexibility. Later simulations restrict 
target motions to an in-plane (x) whole body vibration, ��∗-�� , and an out-of plane (z) flexible vibration, 
�%/(&'(*))�̂, combined with target rotation at Ω1 around �̂. This represents the important case of a rotating bladed 
disc attached to a whirling shaft for which the measured velocity, in terms of point 2′ (where the laser beam 
intersects the xy plane in which O is located) along the beam, is written: 

 �� = −��. $��∗-�� + 45�̂ × 6�2′������⃗ − ��∗��������⃗ 7 + �%/(&'(*))�̂, (4c) 

In applying the same principles to an optical device, a particular labelling convention is adopted. Without 
misalignment, a significant point such as a reference point on a rotation axis might be identified as P. With 
misalignments added, the new position of this point will be labelled P* and point P may no longer lie on a surface of 
the optical device. On the surface containing P*, the point through which the laser beam actually passes will be 
labelled P’ (see Figs. 1a&b). Vectors �&�����⃗ , �&∗�������⃗  and �&'�������⃗  define these positions while, for example, the vector &∗&'���������⃗  
defines the path from P* to P’. �&�����⃗  and �&∗�������⃗  will be inputs to the models while �&'�������⃗  and &∗&'���������⃗  will be found as part of 
the model. Adopting this convention and combining equations (2b) and (3), the measured velocity associated with 
deflection at an optical device can be written: 

 �� = ����	 − ���. ���∗�����⃗ + ���⃗ × &∗&'���������⃗ � (5) 

If P* is a point on the device rotation axis, ��∗�����⃗  will usually be zero, simplifying equation (5). Exceptions include 
modelling the effects of vibrations of the device itself. 

 
DUAL WEDGE SLDV 

 
The novel dual wedge SLDV is shown in Fig. 1a. In a system without misalignments, it is possible to define the 

points A to E. Point A corresponds to the nominal position of the laser source, Points B and C define the rotation 
axis of the first wedge while points D and E define the rotation axis for the second wedge.  

 

 
 

FIGURE 1a. Dual wedge SLDV without misalignments, showing a scanned circle. 
 
Points A and B are written in vector form as: 

 �;�����⃗ = [�� �� �̂][0 0 �>]5 (6a) 

 �?�����⃗ = [�� �� �̂][0 0 �@]5 (6b) 

Figure 1b shows the wedges with translational and angular misalignments present, including the points A’, B*, 
C*, D* and E*. The following equation show how translational misalignments are incorporated into the analysis. The 
modified vectors �;′�������⃗  and �?∗�������⃗  are written as: 
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 �;′�������⃗ = �;�����⃗ + [�� �� �̂][∆�> ∆�> ∆�>]5 (7a) 

 �?∗�������⃗ = �?�����⃗ + [�� �� �̂][∆�@ ∆�@ ∆�@]5 (7b)  

Points D and D* on the second wedge are written in a similar fashion: 

 �H������⃗ = [�� �� �̂][0 0 �I]5 (8a) 

 �H∗��������⃗ = �H������⃗ + [�� �� �̂][∆�I ∆�I ∆�I]5 (8b) 

 

 
FIGURE 1b. Misalignment of the wedges and laser head in the Dual Wedge SLDV 

 
Expressions for Points C* and E* are defined in terms of B* and D*, respectively, and are written in terms of the 

wedge rotation axes which are themselves affected by angular misalignments. These equations for the wedge 
rotation axis vectors exemplify the use of rotation matrices (see Appendix A) to modify an initial orientation (in this 
case z�) to accommodate angular misalignments within the modelling framework: 

 �̂	 = [�� �� �̂][�, K	][�, L	 ][0 0 1]5 (9a) 

 �̂
 = [�� �� �̂][�, K
][�, L
 ][0 0 1]5 (9b) 

from which points C* and E* are written as: 

 �M∗�������⃗ = �?∗��������⃗ −  N?M�����⃗ N�̂	 (10a) 

 �Q∗�������⃗ = �H∗��������⃗ −  NHQ�����⃗ N�̂
 (10b) 

The beam path is obviously affected by refractions at each of the four interfaces, requiring knowledge of the 
corresponding surface normals. These are written in terms of initial alignments modified by a series of rotation 
matrices. The first rotation matrices are for wedge angle R with subscripts ‘1’ and ‘2’ denoting the wedge and 
subscripts ‘a’ and ‘b’ indicating the first or second face of each wedge. The relative orientation of the wedges shown 
in Figs. 1a&b is arbitrary. The second rotation matrix describes rotations around the z-axis by angles S	 and S
 for 
each wedge, respectively, which combine initial angular position with any additional discrete or continuous rotation. 
Finally, rotation matrices are used to include angular misalignments in the same way as in equations (9a&b).  

 T�@∗ = [�� �� �̂][�, K	][�, L	 ][�, S	][�, R	W][0 0 1]5 (11a) 

 T�X∗ = [�� �� �̂][�, K	][�, L	 ][�, S	][�, R	Y][0 0 1]5 (11b) 

 T�I∗ = [�� �� �̂][�, K
][�, L
 ][�, S
][�, R
W][0 0 1]5 (11c) 

 T�Z∗ = [�� �� �̂][�, K
][�, L
 ][�, S
][�, R
Y][0 0 1]5 (11d) 
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Initial beam orientation also makes use of rotation matrices to accommodate angular misalignment and is written 

 �	 = [�� �� �̂][�, K\][�, L\ ][0 0 −1]5 (12) 

Orientations following each refraction are derived using vector expressions [31] that require the vector 
expressions for each surface normal in equations (11a-d): 

 �
 = ��	 − ��	. T�@∗�T�@∗� ^_
^`

− cd1 − $^_
^`

,



$1 − ��	. T�@∗�
,f T�@∗ (13a) 

 �h = ��
 − ��
. T�X∗�T�X∗� ^`
^_

− cd1 − $^`
^_

,



$1 − ��
. T�X∗�
,f T�X∗ (13b) 

 �j = ��h − ��h. T�I∗�T�I∗� ^_
^k

− cd1 − $^_
^k

,



$1 − ��h. T�I∗�
,f T�I∗ (13c) 

 �m = ��j − ��j. T�Z∗�T�Z∗� ^k
^_

− cd1 − $^k
^_

,



$1 − ��j. T�Z∗�
,f T�Z∗ (13d) 

Attention is now turned to the identification of deflection points which define beam path and enable derivation of 
the surface velocities that lead to measured velocity. Key points of incidence are found sequentially beginning from 
the position of the laser source. A system of three equations is solved; the first is a vector triangle relating the 
unknown point of incidence to the previous deflection point (or laser source position) through knowledge of beam 
orientation, the second is a vector triangle relating the unknown point of incidence to a known point on the same 
optical surface and the third is a dot product between the surface normal and a vector in the plane of the surface. 
Following this pattern, incidence points B’, C’, D’ and E’ (all shown in Fig. 1b) are obtained as follows: 

 �?'�������⃗ = �;'�������⃗ + n;′?′��������⃗ n �	 (14a) 

 �?'�������⃗ = �?∗��������⃗ + ?∗?′���������⃗  (14b) 

 ?∗?′���������⃗ . T�@∗ = 0 (14c) 

leading to: �?'�������⃗ = �;'�������⃗ + p
$�@∗��������⃗ q�>���������⃗ ,.��u∗

Y`.��u∗
w �	 (14d) 

 �M'�������⃗ = �?'�������⃗ + n?′M′��������⃗ n �
 (15a) 

 �M'�������⃗ = �M∗�������⃗ + M∗M′��������⃗  (15b) 

 M∗M′��������⃗ . T�X∗ = 0 (15c) 

leading to: �M'�������⃗ = �?′�������⃗ + p
$�X∗��������⃗ q�@���������⃗ ,.��{∗

Yk.��{∗
w �
 (15d) 

 �H'�������⃗ = �M'�������⃗ + nM′H′��������⃗ n �h (16a) 

 �H'�������⃗ = �H∗��������⃗ + H∗H′���������⃗  (16b) 

 H∗H′���������⃗ . T�I∗ = 0 (16c) 

leading to: �H'�������⃗ = �M′������⃗ + p
$�I∗��������⃗ q�X���������⃗ ,.��|∗

Y}.��|∗
w �h (16d) 

 �Q'�������⃗ = �H'�������⃗ + nH′Q′��������⃗ n �j (17a) 

 �Q'�������⃗ = �Q∗��������⃗ + Q∗Q′��������⃗  (17b) 

 Q∗Q′��������⃗ . T�Z∗ = 0 (17c) 
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leading to: �Q'�������⃗ = �H′�������⃗ + p
$�Z∗��������⃗ q�I���������⃗ ,.��~∗

Y�.��~∗
w �j (17d) 

The point T’ where the laser beam intersects the xy plane is found in similar but slightly simpler fashion  

 �2'�������⃗ = �Q'�������⃗ + nQ′2′�������⃗ n �m (18a) 

 �2′������⃗ . �̂ = 0 (18b) 

leading to:  �2'�������⃗ = �Q′�������⃗ − ��Z���������⃗ ./̂
Y�./̂

� �m (18c) 

Total measured velocity is the sum of the measured velocities from points B’, C’, D’, E’ and T’ and is written as: 

 �� = ��
 − �	�. �@������⃗ + ��h − �
�. �X������⃗ + ��j − �h�. �I������⃗ + ��m − �j�. �Z������⃗ − �h. �5������⃗  (19) 

The surface velocities at the deflection points on each wedge follow the form of equation (5): 

 �@������⃗ = Ṡ	�̂	 × ?∗?′���������⃗  (20a) 

 �X������⃗ = Ṡ	�̂	 × M∗M′��������⃗  (20b) 

 �I������⃗ = Ṡ
�̂
 × H∗H′���������⃗  (20c) 

 �Z������⃗ = Ṡ
�̂
 × Q∗Q′��������⃗  (20d) 

while the relevant component of the target surface velocity is written according to equation (4b).  
As presented to this point, the model is totally general. The particular path scanned depends on the functions 

used for S	 and S
, and this flexibility delivers the versatility of the proposed dual wedge SLDV.  
 

Point-by-Point and Line Scanning 
 

Fixed values for S	 and S
 would allow the laser beam to be positioned at a desired location in the target plane 
for the traditional point-by-point scanning measurement. Individual wedges with deviation angles up to 15° (wedge 
angle approximately 25°) are available, offering up to a ±30° field of view.  

  
Figure 2. Line scans resulting from wedge rotations at equal speed but opposite direction. (wedge angles 18°, wedge separation 
1cm, z� = 1.2m). 

 
A line-scan could be synthesised from the required series of points but a good approximation to a line scan can 

be created simply through wedge rotation at the equal speed but opposite directions, as shown in Fig. 2.  The 
horizontal orientation results when the wedges have the initial orientation shown in Fig. 1a. Advancing the angular 
position of wedge 2 in 45° increments up to 180° results in the rotation of the line-scan orientation in increments of 
half of 45° until the line-scan attains a vertical orientation. Further increments in the initial angular position of 
wedge 2 result in further rotation of the line-scan orientation. Note that the ‘out’ and ‘back’ paths in each line 
deviate from each other. In this case, the deviation is around 1.25cm or 1.5% of the scan length. Wedge separation 
and, in particular, wedge angle affect this characteristic of this type of line scan. 
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Tracking 
 

If the intention is to scan a circle, such as might be required to track a point on a target rotating at angular speed 
Ω5 , then suitable functions are: 

 S	 = 45* + �	 (21a) 

 S
 = 45* + �
 (21b) 

in which the difference between the initial angular positions of the wedges, �	 and �
, determines the scan radius.  
In assessing the merits of a newly proposed tracking system, the main areas of interest are any deviations 

between the desired and actual scan paths and three distinct features of the total measured velocity. These features 
are the effects of misalignments of the optical system in the presence of target rotation, the sensitivity to target out of 
plane vibration (the intended measurement), and the sensitivity to target in-plane vibration (an undesired additional 
measured velocity). The model set out in this paper is well suited to such an evaluation in MATLAB.  

In the absence of misalignments, the scan path of the Dual Wedge SLDV is effectively a perfect circle and is 
very accurately centred on the optical axis. To study misalignments, a very large number of misaligned scenarios 
have been considered. Resulting scans are checked to ensure that scan radius is within 5% of the intended radius and 
that the scan centre location is also within 5% of the scan radius from its intended location. Table 1, which compares 
the performance of the proposed tracking system with those reported previously [27], indicates selection of a much 
smaller number of configurations for the calculations of measured velocity than the larger number of configurations 
initially considered as a result of these checks. 

  
a) b) 
Figure 3. Typical velocities in the Dual Wedge SLDV System in the presence of misalignments (K\ = 0.1°, L\ = −0.4°, 
∆�> = −8mm, ∆�> = −3mm, K	 = −0.1°, L	 = 0.4°, ∆�@ = 2mm, ∆�@ = −2mm, ∆�@ = 0mm, K
 = 0.1°, L
 = −0.4°, 
∆�I = 2mm, ∆�I = −2mm, ∆�I = 0mm) with 50mm scan radius and sinusoidal target vibrations (�%/�����⃗  of amplitude 10mm/s at 
8Ω1 and ��-������⃗  of amplitude 10mm/s at 16Ω1):  
a) the individual and combined effects of the deflection points on the wedges, and 
b) the combined effect of the wedges, the effect of the target and total measured velocity. 

 
In the simulations, vibration frequencies are specifically chosen to allow the effects of misalignment, out-of-

plane vibration and in-plane vibration to be distinguished from one another. For the Dual Wedge SLDV in the 
presence of the typical misalignments listed, Fig. 3a shows velocities associated with the deflections at each wedge 
deflection point while Fig. 3b shows the combination of velocities from the wedges, from the target and the total 
measured velocity. These are calculated in accordance with equation (19). With the misalignments chosen, this scan 
path had a mean radial position of 100.0%, (standard deviation 0.05%) and a centre position error of 3.7%, each 
relative to the intended 50mm scan radius. Spectral peaks from DC to 2x target rotation order show the effect of 
misalignments on the total measured velocity. Without misalignments, only DC velocities are associated with 
Doppler shifts at the second wedge and the target and these cancel completely in the total measured velocity. With 
misalignments, larger components at DC and 1x, together with a small 2x component appear, as shown in Fig. 3a. 
Spectral peaks at the same orders are also associated with Doppler shifts at the target, with useful reduction in the 
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larger components (for this set of misalignments) occurring in the addition of the velocities from the wedges and the 
target. Consideration of whether Doppler shifts contributing to the total measured velocity originate at optical 
devices or at the target and of their combination, emphasises the comprehensive detail available in these models.  

Across a much greater number of misalignments, Table 1 shows how misalignments affect the low orders in a 
tracking LDV measurement. In the Dual Wedge system, measurable peaks would be expected at DC and 1x rotation 
speed. There appear to be advantages over the Dual Mirror and Dove Prism systems in terms of apparent velocity 
levels and in the absence of the 2x component familiar in Dual Mirror systems and the 0.5x component 
characteristic of the Dove Prism system. Figure 3b shows an out-of-plane flexible vibration at 8x rotation speed. 
This characteristic differs little between the three systems considered here with sensitivity of 99.9% with and 
without misalignment. Misalignments tend to encourage sidebands but they are of very small amplitude and unlikely 
to be observable in measured data. Figure 3b also shows sensitivity to an in-plane whole body vibration at 16x 
rotation speed. Without misalignment, there is no peak at the vibration frequency but sensitivity of approximately 
2% is found at its ±Ω1 sidebands. With misalignments, these sidebands are unaffected but a measurable peak at the 
in-plane vibration frequency itself now appears for all systems with sensitivity around 0.5%. 
 
TABLE 1. Mean (standard deviation) of rms measured velocities (�m/s / rad/s) associated with system configuration and typical 
misalignments. 50mm scan radius. 

SLDV System Misaligned configurations 
used / considered 

Order 

DC 0.5x 1x 1.5x 2x 

Dual mirror 
No misalignments No peak No peak No peak No peak 29.4 

50621 / 1476225 5.19 (4.56) No peak 284 (130) No peak 29.4 (2.02) 

Dove prism 
No misalignments No peak 0.170 3.85 3.01e-2 7.84e-5 

15155 / 540225 8.72  
(7.89) 

0.219  
(4.17e-2) 

221  
(113) 

6.77e-2  
(2.87e-2) 

4.55e-4  
(2.65e-4) 

Dual wedgesa 
No misalignments No peak No peak No peak No peak No peak 

229635 / 1476225 6.00  
(6.09) No peak 110  

(51.7) No peak 0.130 
(0.0798) 

 
a Simulation parameters: �> = 1.4m, �@ = 1.2m, �I = 1.185m, N?M�����⃗ N = NHQ�����⃗ N = 5mm, �	 = �
 = 1.5, R	W = 0O, R	Y = 4O, R
W = 
4O and R
Y = 0O. K\ from -0.1O to 0.1O in steps of 0.1O, L\ from -0.4O to 0.4O in steps of 0.2O, ∆�> from -10mm to 10mm in steps 
of 5mm, ∆�> from -2mm to 2mm in steps of 2mm, K	 and K
 from -0.2O to 0.2O in steps of 0.2O, L	 and L
  from -1O to 1O in 
steps of 1O, ∆�@, ∆�@, ∆�I and ∆�I from -3mm to 3mm in steps of 3mm. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

 
The beam path, scan path and measured velocity associated with a proposed LDV scanning head based on 

rotating optical wedges have been comprehensively and successfully modelled. Simulations performed suggest that 
the dual wedge SLDV can be a versatile alternative to the dual mirror SLDV, with advantages including higher 
frequency operation and lower apparent velocities at key rotation orders. 
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Appendix A: Rotation matrices 

 

[�, K] = �
1 0 0
0 cos K − sin K
0 sin K cos K

�          [�, L] = �
cos L 0 sin L

0 1 0
− sin L 0 cos L

�          [�, S] = �
cos S − sin S 0
sin S cos S 0

0 0 1
� 
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